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Abstract

Applied Catalysis A: Genera
Production of hydrogen by methanol steam reforming has been studie

technique. Catalytic activity was compared to that of a commercial Cu/Z

investigated with respect to methanol conversion, CO formation, and long te

Cu species are present in the as-prepared samples. The materials have BET

revealed that the Cu/ZrO2 catalysts consist of tetragonal zirconia particles w

Methanol steam reforming over these Cu/ZrO2 materials results in substant

the commercial Cu/ZnO catalyst.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen is discussed as one of the most promising energy

carriers for the future. As 20–25% of CO2 and other greenhouse

gases in the atmosphere is due to automobiles, vehicle

manufacturers are searching for a way to decrease those

emissions. One of the solutions to this problem could be the use

of fuel cells. An elegant pathway would be a direct methanol fuel

cell [1] which converts methanol directly to electricity. However

these systems are presently not developed sufficiently far to be

used in cars. Moreover, due to toxicity of methanol and the fuel

decision taken by car manufacturers, hydrogen seems to be the

fuel of choice on the long run. Hydrogen can be converted to

electricity in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC)

based on hydrogen as energy carrier for low-emission automotive

applications [2]. Due to problems in storage and handling of

hydrogen [3], research is going on to develop a technology for

on-board hydrogen production from liquid fuels. Using methanol
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d over a series of Cu/ZrO2 catalysts prepared by the microemulsion

nO catalyst. The synthesized catalysts have been characterized and

rm stability. Both TPR and XANES/EXAFS indicate that two different

surface areas of up to 165 m2/g. Characterization by XRD and TEM
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ith a homogenous distribution of copper and zirconium in the material.

ially reduced CO formation at high methanol conversions compared to
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as an on-board hydrogen source, at least for a transition period,

is advantageous when considering the high hydrogen-to-carbon

ratio, distribution infrastructures, ease of hydrogen generation

compared to hydrocarbons as hydrogen carrier, and safety

aspects. Processes for hydrogen production from methanol are

decomposition [4] (up to 400 8C), partial oxidation [5] (200–

220 8C), steam reforming [6–9] (200–300 8C) and combined

reforming [10] (oxidative steam reforming, 200–300 8C). In

terms of hydrogen yield and lower CO production the most

promising processes are so far methanol steam reforming and

oxidative steam reforming. The ideal process for fuel cell

applications is, however, methanol steam reforming as it

generates the highest hydrogen concentration at low CO

concentrations. The reaction network for methanol steam

reforming can be described by the following three reactions:

CH3OHþH2O@CO2þ3H2 (1)

CO2þH2 @COþH2O (2)

CH3OH@COþ 2H2 (3)
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